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Hotel

The IOC Debriefing Olympic Games Rio 2016 will take place at the Grand Nikko Hotel Daiba. All participants will be 
accommodated at the same hotel as where the event will take place.

Grand Nikko Tokyo Daiba
2-6-1, Daiba
Minato-ku, Tokyo 135-8701
http://www.tokyo.grand-nikko.com/eng 

Full details regarding access to the hotel from/to Narita and Haneda Airports, as well as information regarding restaurants 
and facilities available in the hotel can be found at the following links:

• Access from/to airports: http://www.tokyo.grand-nikko.com/eng/access/from_airport/ 
• Restaurant & Bars: http://www.tokyo.grand-nikko.com/eng/restaurant/ 
• Hotel Facilities: http://www.tokyo.grand-nikko.com/eng/facilities/ 

Weather in Tokyo in November/December

Autumn in Japan is very enchanting with leaves turning into red and yellow. The average temperature in Tokyo in late November 
and early December is 12 degrees Celsius or 54 degrees Fahrenheit. 

• Average Low: 9 degrees Celsius (48 degrees Fahrenheit)
• Average High: 15 degrees Celsius (59 degrees Fahrenheit)
• Occasional chilly rains (average rain days: 12 days) 

Time difference

Japan is 9 hours ahead of UTC. For example, 9:00am is 2:00am in Lausanne, 10:00pm of previous day in Brazil (Rio de Janeiro) 
and 8:00am in Beijing. There is no time difference in Seoul, Korea.

Currency 

The Japanese currency is the yen (円, en). The currency code for the Yen is JPY. Bills come in 1,000 yen, 2,000 yen (very rare), 
5,000 yen and 10,000 yen denominations. Coins come in 1 yen, 5 yen, 10 yen, 50 yen, 100 yen and 500 yen denominations. 

Payment methods in Japan

Japan has a reputation of being a cash-based society, but trends have gradually been changing, and there has been a significant 
increase in the acceptance of other payment methods. Below are the modes of payment that you might use when visiting Japan:

Cash
Cash is still the preferred payment method, especially when 
it involves small amounts. The likelihood that credit cards are 
accepted decreases in small cities and towns, and thus it is 
advisable to keep cash at hand when visiting rural areas.

Cash is usually the only way to pay for small entrance fees at 
tourist sights, at smaller restaurants and small shops. Buses 
generally do not accept bills above 1,000 yen, and the bus 
driver may not carry any larger bills. Vending machines typically 
accept 10, 50, 100 and 500 yen coins and 1,000 yen bills. 
Newer machines also accept 5,000 and 10,000 yen bills.

Credit/Debit Cards
There is an increased acceptance of credit and debit cards, 
especially in big cities. Most hotels accept payment by credit 
cards nowadays, as do most department stores, mid- to high-
end restaurants, outlet malls and large retail shops. In addition, 
many train stations, convenience stores, supermarkets, chain 
restaurants and boutiques also accept them.

ATM withdrawal
Many ATMs in Japan do not accept cards that are issued outside 
of Japan. The big exceptions are the ATMs found at over 
20,000 post offices and convenience stores across the country.
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Electricity

The voltage in Japan is 100 Volt, which is different from North America (120V), Central Europe (230V) and most other regions of the 
world. Japanese electrical plugs have two, non-polarised pins. They fit into North American outlets.

Japanese power outlets are identical to ungrounded (2-pin) North American outlets. 

Some North American equipment will work fine in Japan without an adapter and vice versa, however, certain equipment, especially 
equipment involving heating (e.g. hair dryers), may not work properly or even get damaged. 

Internet access in public areas

There are a variety of ways to stay connected to the internet while traveling in Japan. However, this is a quickly evolving industry 
where services and rates are constantly changing. The following are the common solutions currently available. 

Wireless (Wi-Fi) Hotspots

Both paid and free wireless (Wi-Fi) hotspots are available in Japan. Laptops and mobile devices can connect to publicly accessible 
hotspots found around airports, train stations, hotels, restaurants, coffee shops and bars.

There are currently three major nationwide products available that make connecting to free Wi-Fi hotspots easier.

Japan Connected-free Wi-Fi 
A smartphone app that unifies the registration process of over 100,000 free tourist hotspots by numerous companies and 
organisations so that visitors can use them all without having to register for each service individually. Registration of some  
personal data is required.

Free Wi-Fi Passport 
Two weeks (extendable) free access to approximately 400,000 Softbank hotspots at restaurants, cafes, major train stations, 
hotels and other locations across Japan. Registration is made by calling a toll-free number (*8180) from a foreign cellphone while 
connected to the Softbank network. Calling the number will get you a password that can be used on up to five devices.

Travel Japan Wi-Fi 
A smartphone app that provides two weeks (extendable) free access to over 60,000 Wi2 hotspots across Japan. Registration is 
not required, however by getting a “premium code” from one of several partners (e.g. JAL or selected shops in Japan), the number 
of hotspots can be increased to over 200,000.
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